MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY IN MODIFIED HYDRAULIC BULGING DETERMINATION OF FLOW STRESS
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In this paper an estimation of measurement uncertainty in determining the flow stress curve by modified hydraulic bulging was carried out. Modified hydraulic bulging is a newer method of the stress-strain diagram acquisition. The method has been derived from the hydraulic bulge test. The flow stress-strain curves were established for an aluminium sheet on an experimental apparatus designed for both methods. The assumption of the membrane stress state was used and the flow rule was determined, which was necessary for establishing the flow stress-strain curve. The comparison between the experimentally obtained curve and standard true stress – true strain curve from literature is showed on a diagram. The estimation of measurement uncertainty was performed using the Monte Carlo simulation.
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Monte Carlo simulacija u procjeni mjere nesigurnosti krivulje plastičnog tečenja dobivene modificiranim hidrauličkim udubljivanjem
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1 Introduction

By the definition flow stress curve yields unique and nonlinear relation between true stress and true strain in material. Since both strain and stress are tensors, their degradation to scalars, besides the analytical exactness of this transformation [1], introduces an error to the flow stress curve. The result of this is a great dissipation of curves for the same material when curve acquisition is performed through different methods. Therefore authors [2, 3, 4] inaugurate the use of hydraulic bulging in recording of the true stress – true strain curve.

From the experimental work of [5] and analytical work of [2] hydraulic bulging was constantly developing [6, 7], but has never attained the popularity of standard acquisition methods of true stress – strain curves [3]. Reason to this is dependency of the true stress upon geometrical assumptions set on bulge geometry. Some authors have conducted detailed research on geometry of the bulge and thickness distribution [3, 7] putting the emphasis on strain determination.

Kinematics of modified hydraulic bulging imposes on the implementation of a hypothesis stating that equivalent strain in every point of the body can be defined by measuring only the change in sheet thickness [8, 9]. According to that, Hill's hypothesis [10] of equality of circular and meridional deformation in points O and K will be accepted, while in the point of maximal thinning E it will be supposed that circular deformation i.e. strain is equal to zero (\( \phi = 0 \)). Of course, in every point of the deforming sheet the incompressibility assumption is valid. The only, but essential, difference between the classical and the modified hydraulic bulging is in the sphere positioned above the deforming blank, as shown in Fig. 1.

Deforming pressure \( p \) "pushes" the sheet onto the sphere with a force \( F \) that is produced by a force transducer positioned in the axis of symmetry above the sphere.

In the procedure of measuring the equivalent stress and thickness strain there are numerous factors that significantly influence the uncertainty of measurement. The main sources of uncertainty that contribute to the uncertainty of measurement results are listed as follows:

- measuring instrument used in the measurement procedure,
- the standard for instrument fine tuning,
- the repeatability and reproducibility of the instrument positioning,
- the geometry of the surface of the measured object (curvature of the surface, out of flatness, surface roughness etc.),
- temperature influence.

Generally, the uncertainty is calculated for a very specific measurement procedure. The specificity of the measuring procedure and the factors of influence must be
unambiguously defined before the determination of uncertainty.

2 Stress in modified bulging

2.1 Stress at point K

![Figure 2 Detailed diagram of forces and geometry in the calculation of stress at point E][8]

From the geometry of the deformed blank, diameter $D_K$, angle $\theta_K$, shown in Fig. 2, and the sheet thickness at point $K$, true meridional stress $\sigma_{m,K}$ can be calculated at point $K$ as

$$\sigma_{m,K} = \frac{F_K}{A_K \sin \theta_K} = \frac{2R \cdot F}{\pi \cdot s_K \cdot D_K^2 \cdot \left(1 + \frac{s_K}{2R}\right)}, \text{ MPa} \quad (1)$$

Here, $F_K$ = force in direction of the normal at point $K$, $A_K$ = area of normal cross-section of the sheet at point $K$, $F$ = the force produced by the transducer, $\theta_K$ = angle between the axis of symmetry and the normal at point $K$, $R$ = radius of the sphere, $s_K$ = sheet thickness at point $K$ and $D_K$ = diameter at point $K$ (Fig. 2). Since point $K$ lies on the sphere, the radial and the meridional curvature are the same and consequently circular stress $\sigma_{c,K}$ can be calculated from well-known membrane or Laplace equation as

$$\sigma_{c,K} = \frac{p_K}{s_K} (R - \sigma_{m,K}), \text{ MPa} \quad (2)$$

where $s_K$ = thickness at point $K$, $R$ = radius of the sphere and $p_K$ = pressure at point $K$ calculated as

$$p_K = p_{CNT} - p = \frac{4F}{D_K \pi} - p, \text{ MPa} \quad (3)$$

Here $p_{CNT}$ = contact pressure between sheet and the sphere at point $K$ and $p$ = deforming pressure.

The required true stress is equal to equivalent von Mises stress. At point $K$, equivalent von Mises stress, $\sigma_{ekv,K}$, is calculated from the meridional, circular and the normal stress as follows

$$\sigma_{ekv,K} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \sigma_{m,K} - \sigma_{c,K} \right)^2 + \left( \sigma_{m,K} - \sigma_{n,K} \right)^2 + \left( \sigma_{c,K} - \sigma_{n,K} \right)^2 \right], \text{ MPa} \quad (4)$$

where $\sigma_{n,K}$ = normal stress at point $K$, which is calculated as a mean value of contact pressure $p_{CNT}$ and deforming pressure $p$:

$$\sigma_{n,K} = -\frac{1}{2} (p_{CNT} + p). \text{ MPa} \quad (5)$$

2.2 Stress at point E

Point E is the point of maximal thinning of the sheet in modified bulging. Therefore, the equilibrium of forces in radial direction $r$ between points $K$ and $E$ gives

$$\sum F_r = 0, \text{ N} \quad (6)$$

$$-F_r \cos(\theta_E) - F_n \cos(\theta) + F_p \sin(\theta) + F_K \cos(\theta_K) = 0 \quad (7)$$

resulting in the force at point $E$ calculated as:

$$F_E = \frac{1}{\cos \theta_E} \left[ F_K \cos \theta_K - p_K R^2 \pi \mu \cos(2\theta_K) - \cos(2\theta_E) \right] + 2 p_K R^2 \pi \left[ \theta_K - \frac{1}{2} \sin(2\theta_K) - \frac{\theta_K}{2} \sin(2\theta_E) \right], \text{ N} \quad (8)$$

Friction factor was taken to be $\mu = 0.2$. The meridional force divided by the area of normal cross-section of sheet $A_E$ at point $E$ is equal to stress:

$$\sigma_{m,E} = \frac{F_E}{A_E} = \frac{F_E}{\pi \cdot s_E \cdot D_E \left(1 + \frac{s_E}{2R}\right)}, \text{ MPa} \quad (9)$$

Point $E$ lies on the sphere, and consequently the radial and the meridional curvature are the same and the circular stress is calculated from membrane equation as:

$$\sigma_{c,E} = \frac{p_K}{s_E} (R - \sigma_{m,E}), \text{ MPa} \quad (10)$$

where $p_K$ is pressure in point $E$ which is the same as pressure in point $K$.

Normal stress at point $E$ is the same as normal stress at point $K$ (see above). According to that, the equivalent stress at point $E$ is given as:

$$\sigma_{ekv,E} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \sigma_{m,E} - \sigma_{c,E} \right)^2 + \left( \sigma_{m,E} - \sigma_{n,E} \right)^2 + \left( \sigma_{c,E} - \sigma_{n,E} \right)^2 \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}, \text{ MPa} \quad (11)$$

2.3 Stress at point O

Using the assumption of equal meridional and circular stress at the pole $\sigma_m = \sigma_c$ (commonly used for the
stress at the pole in hydraulic bulging [2, 5, 6, 7]), known thickness $s_0$ and meridional and circular radius equal to the radius of the sphere $R$, and substituting these into membrane equation it is possible to find the plane stress at point O as:

$$\sigma_{m,c,O} = \frac{p_K}{2s_O} R, \text{ MPa}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $p_K$ is the same pressure as given for point K. Normal stress at point O equals normal stress at point K as it has been previously calculated. Therefore, the equivalent stress at point O equals:

$$\sigma_{ekv,O} = |\sigma_{m,c,O} - \sigma_{n,O}|, \text{ MPa}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

### 3 Strain in modified bulging

In order to record the true stress – strain diagram, the equivalent strain has to be determined for points K, E, and O. In order to simplify the measurements, equivalent strain is determined from thickness strain, i.e. from the normal cross-section at each of the points. Using the strain ratio $\beta = \phi \beta_1 (\phi_1 > \phi_3)$ [5], the relation between the equivalent and the thickness strain is given as:

$$\varphi_{ekv} = \frac{2}{1+\beta} \left( 1 + \frac{\beta}{3} \right) \phi_3,$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Where $\phi_3 = \ln (s_0/s_1)$ is the thickness strain for points K, E, or O. $s_0$ is the initial and $s_1$ is the final sheet thickness. The strain ratio $\beta$ in Eq. (14) stands for the logarithmic strains $\beta = \phi_2/\phi_1$, as previously mentioned. For points K and O it is assumed that the straining process is proportional, i.e. $\beta = 1$. Hence, the equivalent strain at points K and O is equal to the thickness strain, which simplifies the measurements.

$$\varphi_{ekv,K,O} = \phi_3$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

The same assumption was made for classical hydraulic bulging where strain is measured at the pole.

For point E as the point of maximal thinning, the assumption of the plane strain was made by giving $\beta = 0$. Inserting $\beta = 0$ in Eq. (14) results in

$$\varphi_{ekv,E} = \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \phi_3$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

In modified hydraulic bulging with no draw in allowed, the strain ratio $\beta$ can only reach values between 0 (plane strain) and 1 (equal biaxial stretching). Since the values of the function given by Eq. (14) are monotonically decreasing from the value $2/\sqrt{3} \phi_3$ at $\beta = 0$ to the value $\phi_3$ at $\beta = 1$, the equivalent strain is always within the interval

$$\varphi_{ekv} \in \left[ 1, \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \phi_3 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

In the presented case of modified hydraulic bulging on the sphere, two cases of strain were considered:

1. For points K and O, equal biaxial stretching $\beta = 1$ was assumed.
2. For point E, plane strain $\beta = 0$ was assumed.

These assumptions resulted in the true stress-strain curve recorded for a 1 mm thick Al 99.5 sheet [8], shown in Fig. 3.

### 4 Calculating measurement uncertainty

A measurement result is generally expressed as a single measurand quantity value and a measurement uncertainty. According to the International vocabulary of metrology, measurement uncertainty is defined as a parameter that describes the dispersion of quantity values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand. The uncertainty of the measurement result reflects the lack of complete knowledge about the value of the measurand. In this paper the measurement uncertainty evaluation has been carried out using the Monte Carlo simulations (MCS method) in accordance with the document JCGM 101:2008. The Monte Carlo simulation (MCS method) is a statistic simulation based on use of random numbers and probability statistics [9÷19]. In the procedure of the measurement uncertainty estimation, MSC method generates random numbers from the probability density function for every input quantity $x_i$ and forms the corresponding value of the output quantity $y$, combining various distributions by which input quantities are defined. The procedure is repeated $M$ times and thus an experimental probability density function of the output quantity is reached. For the level of confidence $P$, estimation of the output quantity $y$, estimated standard deviation, and the coverage interval $\left( y - \left( \frac{1-P}{2} \right)^M, y + \left( \frac{1-P}{2} \right)^M \right)$ are obtained from the experimental probability density function.

![Figure 3 True stress – true strain curve obtained in modified hydraulic bulging experiment compared to true stress – true strain curve from literature [3]](image-url)
The probability density functions of equivalent stress and of thickness strain for the K, E and O points, are simulated by the MCS method which is based on Eqs. (1) \(\div\) (16). The probability density functions are obtained by the convolution of the input values distribution with Monte Carlo simulation of measurement uncertainty in modified hydraulic bulging determination of flow stress curve.

The input values \(x_i\) are defined with the probability density functions \(g(x_i)\) as shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. The probability density functions of equivalent stress \(\sigma_{ekv,K}\) and of thickness strain for the K, E and O points, are presented in Fig. 4(a, b, c). The estimated standard deviations, intervals and expanded uncertainties of the \(\sigma_{ekv,K}\), \(\sigma_{ekv,E}\) and \(\sigma_{ekv,O}\) values are presented in Tab. 3. The probability density functions of the output values \(\varphi_{ekv,K}\), \(\varphi_{ekv,E}\) and \(\varphi_{ekv,O}\) are presented in Fig. 5(a, b, c). The estimated standard deviations, coverage intervals and expanded uncertainties of the output values \(\varphi_{ekv,K}\), \(\varphi_{ekv,E}\) and \(\varphi_{ekv,O}\) are presented in Tab. 4.
Table 4 The estimated standard deviations, intervals and expanded uncertainties of the output values $\phi_{E,v,K}$, $\phi_{E,v,T}$ and $\phi_{E,v,O}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval of the output value</th>
<th>$\phi_{E,v,K}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{E,v,T}$</th>
<th>$\phi_{E,v,O}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.13 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.95 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.04 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle y_{0.025} = 0.235, , y_{0.975} = 0.239 \rangle$</td>
<td>$\langle y_{0.025} = 0.358, , y_{0.975} = 0.366 \rangle$</td>
<td>$\langle y_{0.025} = 0.098, , y_{0.975} = 0.102 \rangle$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p = 95%$</td>
<td>$k = 2$</td>
<td>$k = 2$</td>
<td>$k = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanded uncertainty</td>
<td>$U = 2.2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$U = 3.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$U = 2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k = 2$; $p = 95%$</td>
<td>$k = 2$; $p = 95%$</td>
<td>$k = 2$; $p = 95%$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

Modified bulging is a new method of stress-strain curve acquisition. For the purpose of testing of the method, only one material, aluminium Al 99.5 was used. In the analysis of the proposed method the membrane state of stress was presumed. Supposition on strain ratio $\beta = 0$ at point E holds only for the ultimate pressures. Experimental results show the difference of 15 % toward stress-strain curve in literature [3]. Since equivalent strain is additive value regarding strain path, further study of modified hydraulic bulging has to consider strain history at point E.

Interesting detail to be considered is a possibility to perform modified hydraulic bulging without a force transducer, using only assumption of the membrane stress at point B. Since there is no thickness stress, exerted force onto the surface of radius $r_{B}$ by pressure $p$, equals the force $F$ on the sphere, shown in Fig. 1. It is supposed that some standardization of the method in future has to be established.

The relative measurement uncertainties regarding stress is maximum for the segment E where it is up to 1.8 % while maximum strain relative measurement uncertainties is obtained for segment O where it is up to 2.25 %. Based on the evaluated measurement uncertainties, it can be concluded that the measurement system is capable of detecting changes in the hydraulic bulging process.
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